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Environmental sustainability,

Decent work, and

Poverty eradication.

Thus, a JT serves to address the following:

A Just Transition (JT) describes a transition towards an

environmentally sustainable economy. According to the

unions a JT must contribute to the goal of  “decent work for

all, social inclusion and the eradication of poverty”, which

must include support for workers in the transition and the

creation of resilient and thriving communities.

What is a
'Just
Transition'
(JT)?

Policy, and 

Finance

A  JT will not just happen by itself - it must be intentional. 
  
The two most important factors in achieving a JT are:

1.

2.

How can a JT
be acheived?

What are the
benefits of a
JT? clean electricity;

reduced pollution; 

climate change mitigation ; and 

social reform  (in the form of jobs, reindustrialisation,

socially owned renewables)

Shifting towards a greener economy will yield positive

economic, social, and environmental outcomes.
  
Benefits include: 

#AJustTransitionNow



Social dialogues are key in

informing planning and policy.

This involves bringing together

different actors i.e. government,

business, investors, academia, and

civil society.

Social dialogue brings about policy

coherence, thus ensuring climate

action, job creation and community

renewal.

Additionally, social dialogues can

bring about new strategy &

innovations, increased investment

and deployment of low-carbon

technologies and other interventions

i.e. social protection, skills training,

redeployment, and community

development.

Transparent planning is also

necessary to help foster trust, and

gain collective buy-in.

Collective buy-in from all

stakeholders is especially important

in creating a shared vision for a JT, for

at the heart of a JT there can be no

one left behind.

Policy is necessary to set out principles

and guidelines to achieve a JT. Required:

Policy:

Investments  in low emissions

infrastructure (e.g. in energy,

transport and building sectors); 

Investments industries and job

creation (which require

retrenchment, reskilling, and

redeployment of workers)

According to a recent study done at

Stellenbosch University’s Centre for

Complex Systems in Transition

(CST), R6-billion wil be required over

20 years to fund a JT - which includes

costs for compensation, retraining,

relocation and rehabilitation.

Investment in building new and

resilient local economies, especially

for those communities whose

livelihoods depend on coal.

An end to fossil fuel subsidies and

funds redirected to a JT.

A fund  to finance a JT – which can

be supported by e.g. a carbon tax and

other pollution penalties

New finance and investments are also

required in supporting a transition to a

“green economy”. Required:

Finance:
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Who should
be
responsible
for effecting 
 a JT?
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Government - has a key role to play as convenors of

social dialogue; regulators who decide the rules of

industrial, climate, energy and labour market policy;

investors; contributors of research & development;

owners of state enterprises and infrastructure; and

employers of public sector workers. 

Business/Industry - are responsible for cutting down

emissions (through innovation & uptake of low carbon

technology); creating decent jobs, reskilling, and

retaining workers; and investing in public investments

and communities (i.e. training and education,

sustainable infrastructure, community services).

 Investors - are responsible for ensuring responsible

sustainable investment in low-carbon technologies,

which requires putting an end to coal, oil and gas

finance; but additionally, investors should set criteria

that not only demands that companies have a plan for

their emissions but a JT (for workers & communities)

 Academia - are responsible for developing research

that is meaningful to the local context; research that

can inform policy; innovation and development of

sustainable educational material 

 Civil Society - are responsible for keeping government

and corporations accountable and continuing the

struggle for a JT ( especially for workers and

communities)
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